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Dimensions
Arm : 162,1 cm
Maximum height : 148,2 cm
Base : Ø 16 cm

Material
Anodized aluminium, steel

Electricity
CLI - Integrated LED
2700K - 4,5 W - IP20

AARO CELING LIGHT
by Simon Schmitz

The magician Simon Schmitz makes his lamp levitate

The starting point of AARO was a gesture. A movement. 
He wanted to create an as fluid motion as possible, which 
immediately lead him to the sphere.
A sphere has so many fantastic attributes. With a sphere 
as a joint they are no limited directions, it has no left or 
right, no top or bottom. So with the sphere as the defining 
element of this piece, everything else “revolved“ around it. 
The geometry, the balance, the friction. It all comes down to 
the sphere, visually pointing at it. The end result is an object 
that seems to be moved by the wind. It revolves effortless 
around it’s centerpiece, like planets orbiting around each 
other.
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Dimensions
Arm : 155 cm
Base : Ø 16 cm

Material
Anodized aluminium, steel, opal glass.

Electricity
CLI - Integrated LED
2700K - 4,5 W - IP20

AARO WALL LIGHT
by Simon Schmitz

The magician Simon Schmitz makes his lamp levitate

The starting point of AARO was a gesture. A movement. He wanted to create an as fluid motion as possible, which immediately lead him to the sphere.
A sphere has so many fantastic attributes. With a sphere as a joint they are no limited directions, it has no left or right, no top or bottom. So with the sphere 
as the defining element of this piece, everything else “revolved“ around it. The geometry, the balance, the friction. It all comes down to the sphere, visually 
pointing at it. The end result is an object that seems to be moved by the wind. It revolves effortless around it’s centerpiece, like planets orbiting around each 
other.
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Dimensions
Base : Ø 16,6 cm

Material
Anodized aluminium, steel, opal glass.

Electricity
CLI - Integrated LED
2700K - 4,5 W - IP20

AARO TABLE LIGHT
by Simon Schmitz

The magician Simon Schmitz makes his lamp levitate

The starting point of AARO was a gesture. A movement. He wanted to 
create an as fluid motion as possible, which immediately lead him to the 
sphere.
A sphere has so many fantastic attributes. With a sphere as a joint they are 
no limited directions, it has no left or right, no top or bottom. So with the 
sphere as the defining element of this piece, everything else “revolved“ 
around it. The geometry, the balance, the friction. It all comes down to the 
sphere, visually pointing at it. The end result is an object that seems to 
be moved by the wind. It revolves effortless around it’s centerpiece, like 
planets orbiting around each other.


